Points, Curves and Haystacks: Datavis and Metabolomics
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A challenge to researchers using R for analysis of large datasets is the lengthy computation time associated with visualization and the static nature of such images generated using base graphics. This limits opportunities to rapidly gain insights into data structures. One solution is to use a new R package, `qtpaint`; rendering graphics much more quickly, especially for large datasets. However, `qtpaint` offers only methods for drawing low-level graphical elements and requires an investment of time and effort on the part of the researcher, both in skill acquisition and programming, to implement. `qtpaintgui()` is a tool created to support portable graphics development, accessible via command-line interaction and a point-and-click GUI. We examine how graphics generated using `qtpaintgui()` allow data visualization approaches to support efforts of the Metabolomics community to encourage transparency and automation in data processing.
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